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Evaluation of NIST Library Search Software 
 
AS Moorthy1, AJ Kearsley2, WG Mallard1, WE Wallace1, SE Stein1 

 

Abstract: This paper reports algorithm performance from the NIST mass spectral library search 
software (version 2.3 released June 2017). The “Normal-Identity” search was evaluated on its 
ability to correctly identify a molecule from its spectrum when searched against the NIST 17 Main 
Library. The search correctly identified 95% of query spectra within the top-5 hits of the hitlist, 
with the correct identification being the top-hit in 72% of the queries. The “Simple-Similarity” and 
“Hybrid-Similarity” searches were evaluated on their ability to generate hitlists that contain 
structurally similar molecules to the molecule producing the query spectrum. The Simple-
Similarity search hitlists contained at least one structurally similar compound within the top-5 hits 
for 28% of the queries and the Hybrid-Similarity yielded at least one structurally similar compound 
within the top-5 hits for 43% of the queries. Performance of the similarity search algorithms will 
improve as reference libraries continue to become more comprehensive. 

Keywords: Electron Ionization Mass Spectrometry (EI-MS), Hybrid Similarity Search, 
Mass Spectral Library Searching. 
 

Introduction 

Mass spectral libraries are an important resource to analytical chemists across a variety of 
applications. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) generates several highly 
curated libraries of mass spectral reference data [1–3]. Additionally, NIST produces search 
software for interacting with libraries [4]. Three commonly employed algorithms implemented in 
NIST MS Search v2.3 (2017), appropriate for searching electron-ionization mass spectra, are the 
“Normal-Identity”, “Simple-Similarity”, and “Hybrid-Similarity” searches.  
 
All NIST mass spectral library search algorithms calculate a match factor between a query 
spectrum and a set of reference spectra. A match factor is typically an integer between 0 and 999 
that approximates “similarity” between a pair of spectra – each search algorithm can be 
distinguished by how it computes match factors. The set of reference spectra can include entire 
libraries of spectra (no pre-search) but are often a well-selected subset of library spectra identified 
during preprocessing. The search algorithms return the reference spectra (and associated metadata) 
in order of descending match factor with the query in what is commonly referred to as a “hitlist”.  
 
The objective of the Normal-Identity search algorithm is to return a hitlist that contains the correct 
identification of the query spectrum at, ideally, the top of the hitlist. Stein and Scott (1994) first 
described the (identity) match factor associated with “Normal-Identity” searches [5]. Stein (1999) 
further detailed empirical adjustments to the identity match factor that improved search 
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performance [6]. The objective of both the “Simple” and “Hybrid” similarity searches is to return 
a hitlist that can help an analyst propose a structure for their query. Stein and Scott first described 
the (simple) match factor associated with the Simple-Similarity search [5]. Moorthy et. al. 
described hybrid match factors associated with the Hybrid-Similarity search as an extension of 
simple match factors [7]. 
 
This paper reports the performance of the Normal-Identity, Simple-Similarity and Hybrid-
Similarity search algorithms applied to a large set of query spectra from several external sources.  

Method 

The test set of electron ionization mass spectra were collected from commercial sources. These 
spectra were partitioned into two subsets. The “present” subset (𝑃) consisted of spectra for 
compounds with representation in the NIST 17 EI-MS Main Library (here in referred to as the 
Reference Library). The “absent” subset (𝐴) were the spectra of compounds not accounted for in 
the Reference Library.  
 
The spectra from subset 𝑃 were used to evaluate the performance of the Normal-Identity search 
algorithm. The performance of the Normal-Identity search algorithm can be directly quantified by 
observing the rank of the correct identification (determined by InChIKey) for every query 
spectrum.  
 
The spectra from subset 𝐴 were used to evaluate the performance of the similarity search 
algorithms. Quantifying performance of similarity algorithms is not as straight-forward as the 
identity algorithms. We adopt a measure of structural similarity using Tanimoto coefficients 
computed on 2D atom pair fingerprints [8–10] between the query and hitlist structures. The hits 
with Tanimoto coefficients greater than or equal to 0.5 were counted as “structurally similar”. 
These computations were completed using the ChemmineR package [11, 12] available for R [13].  
 
Results and Discussion 
 
The 𝑃 subset of spectra appropriate for evaluating the Normal-Identity search consisted of 9663 
spectra from two sources. In total, 95% of the queries had its correct identification within the top-
5 hits of the hitlist, with 72% of the queries being correctly identified as the top hit (Table 1), the 
most desirable of outcomes. The source of the test spectra did affect the observed probabilities; 
however, the correct identification consistently appeared in the top-5 hits (95-96%) and often was 
the top hit (66-77%) regardless of source library. This performance is consistent with that reported 
in Stein and Scott (1994) who found the Normal-Identity search (there referred to as Composite 
Score search) correctly identified 95% of the queries in the top-5, with 76% identified as the top 
hit [5].  
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Table 1: Summary of NIST MS Search v2.3 "Normal-Identification" performance for query spectra from external sources searched 
against the NIST 17 Main Library.  

source # of spectra  probability of correct identification being within top 𝒏 hits 
library in Ref. Library 𝒏 = 𝟏 𝒏 = 𝟐 𝒏 = 𝟑 𝒏 = 𝟒 𝒏 = 𝟓 

B 2281 0.66 0.79 0.88 0.93 0.96 
C 7382 0.77 0.88 0.92 0.94 0.95 

cumulative 9663 0.72 0.86 0.91 0.94 0.95 

There are three reasons the normal identity search did not correctly identify all considered query 
molecule from their spectra within the top 5 hits of its hitlist.  

1. The query molecule has several isomers or analogs that are not distinguishable by their 
mass spectra alone. In this scenario, the correct identification will still have a substantial 
match factor with the query spectrum, but it may not be elevated into the top 5. An 
example of this scenario is provided as Table 2.  

2. The query spectrum and its representative in the Reference Library were measured 
inconsistently. If the considered spectra vary greatly, due to systemic differences in how 
the spectra were measured, the Normal-Identity search will not be successful/effective 
(Figure 1). Some systemic issues, such as contamination, can be mitigated  using the 
Automated Mass spectral Deconvolution and Identification System (AMDIS) available 
with NIST MS Search to select a query spectrum from its chromatogram prior to library 
searching [14–17].  

3. There was an error during curation. This issue was not common, but there were a few 
examples where the query spectrum and its purported structure were obviously incorrect.  

 

Figure 1: An example of two spectra of the same molecule measured under different conditions. The identity match factor between 
these two spectra is 601. 
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Table 2: Example hitlist containing molecules with indistinguishable mass spectra. The correct identification of the query 
spectrum is entry 6 in the hitlist. 

# structure 
identity 
match 
factor 

head-to-tail plot of query and library spectra 
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The subset 𝐴 of spectra appropriate for evaluating the similarity searches (Simple and Hybrid) 
consisted of 12833 spectra from two sources. In total, 27% of the hitlists returned by Simple-
Similarity searches had at least one structurally similar molecule in the top-5 of the hitlist, with 
this molecule being the first hit in 18% of the hitlists (Table 3). In comparison, the Hybrid-
Similarity searches returned at least one structurally similar entry in the hitlist top-5 for 41% of 
the queries (Table 3). When considering the probability of hitlists having multiple (2 or 3) 
structurally similar molecules to the query in the top-5 of the hitlist, the Hybrid-Similarity search 
consistently performed twice as well as the Simple-Similarity search (Table 3).  

Table 3: Summary of NIST MS Search v2.3 "Simple-Similarity" and "Hybrid-Similarity" performance for query spectra from external 
sources searched against the NIST 17 Main Library.  

source # of spectra not   probability of at least 1 similar structure being within top 𝒏 hits 
library in Ref. Library search 𝒏 = 𝟏 𝒏 = 𝟐 𝒏 = 𝟑 𝒏 = 𝟒 𝒏 = 𝟓 

A 727 Simple 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.29 0.31 
Hybrid 0.20 0.27 0.31 0.35 0.36 

B 12106 Simple 0.18 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.28 
Hybrid 0.28 0.35 0.39 0.42 0.43 

cumulative 12833 Simple 0.18 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.28 
Hybrid 0.28 0.35 0.39 0.42 0.43 

   probability of at least 2 similar structure being within top 𝒏 hits 
  search 𝒏 = 𝟏 𝒏 = 𝟐 𝒏 = 𝟑 𝒏 = 𝟒 𝒏 = 𝟓 

A 727 Simple - 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.11 
Hybrid 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.17 

B 12106 Simple - 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.11 
Hybrid 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.22 

cumulative 12833 Simple - 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.11 
Hybrid 0.12 0.17 0.20 0.22 

   probability of at least 3 similar structure being within top 𝒏 hits 
  search 𝒏 = 𝟏 𝒏 = 𝟐 𝒏 = 𝟑 𝒏 = 𝟒 𝒏 = 𝟓 

A 727 Simple - - 0.03 0.04 0.05 
Hybrid 0.05 0.06 0.07 

B 12106 Simple - - 0.02 0.04 0.05 
Hybrid 0.06 0.09 0.11 

cumulative 12833 Simple - - 0.02 0.04 0.05 
Hybrid 0.06 0.09 0.11 

Structural similarity is an indirect measure of spectral similarity search algorithm performance. It 
is possible that a hitlist with structurally similar molecules is not actually helpful to an analyst. 
The best way to assess similarity search algorithms is through manual inspection of hitlists for real 
applications. An example of hitlist inspection is detailed in Moorthy et. al. [7] for fentanyl analogs. 
Several successful examples of using the Hybrid Search with electrospray ionization tandem mass 
spectra can be found in the literature [18–22]. That said, similarity search performances will 
improve as the reference library becomes more comprehensive.  

Conclusions 

Mass spectral libraries are an invaluable resource to analytical chemists. They can be used for 
identifying common molecules using an Identity Search algorithm, and for proposing likely 
structures for less common molecules from using similarity algorithms. This paper provides an 
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updated summary of algorithm performance using the latest NIST Mass Spectral Library (NIST 
17) and search software (NIST MS Search v2.3).  
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